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a b s t r a c t 

The modeling of differential diffusion in flamelet-based approaches is analyzed in a turbulent non- 

premixed oxy-fuel flame experimentally investigated by Sevault et al. (2012). The flamelet models con- 

sidered are the unity Lewis number flamelet (ULNF) model proposed by Peters (1986), the variable Lewis 

number flamelet (VLNF) model presented by Pitsch and Peters (1998) and a recently proposed model 

where the influence of turbulence on variable Lewis numbers is incorporated (NLVLNF, Wang, 2016). The 

suitability of the different manifold-based approaches is studied by means of a prior analysis based on the 

experimentally data derived from Raman/Rayleigh measurement and a fully coupled Large-Eddy Simula- 

tion (LES). In both cases, the Bilger mixture fraction and the progress variable are chosen as the flamelet 

parameters in order to be consistent with the experiments. The prior analysis confirms the presence of 

strong differential diffusion effects in the reaction zone and near the fuel nozzle, which decrease towards 

the fuel-rich flame zone and further downstream. In general, the NLVLNF model yields an improvement 

in the representation of the flame structure compared to the ULNF and VLNF models and this model is 

able to capture the transition to the unity Lewis number behavior. However, discrepancies in predicting 

all species and the temperature profiles still remain. These results are further quantified through the use 

of the Wasserstein metric, which has recently been introduced as a diagnostic tool for combustion model 

validation. In the LES, all major species are transported for the calculation of the Bilger mixture fraction. 

The tabulated major species mass fractions reveal contradicting findings compared to the prior analysis. 

The transported species are in better agreement with the experimental data than the tabulated ones, 

which is attributed to the direct consideration of turbulent and molecular transport. 

© 2018 The Combustion Institute. Published by Elsevier Inc. All rights reserved. 
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1. Introduction 

“Differential diffusion” is a term that characterizes the separate

evolution of initially perfectly correlated scalars in a turbulent

or laminar flow caused by differences in the molecular diffusive

properties between species. The first observation of differential

diffusion in a methane diffusion flame was reported by Bilger [1] .

Experimental and numerical investigations using reactive and also

non-reactive flows followed; an overview can be found in [2] . It is

well known that differential diffusion is significant in flames with

substantial amounts of H ( Le < 1) or higher hydrocarbons ( Le � 1).
2 

Acronyms: ULNF, unity Lewis number flamelet; VLNF, variable Lewis number 

flamelet; NLVLNF, non-linear variable Lewis number flamelet. 
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his is particularly true in laminar flames. In turbulent flames,

ifferential diffusion is dampened by turbulent motion. Therefore,

n many turbulent flames, unity Lewis number behavior for all

pecies has been observed and confirmed, particularly for CH 4 /air

ames [3] , DME/air flames [4,5] and recently also for a CH 4 /oxy-

uel flame [6,7] . However, differential diffusion has been observed

n other turbulent diffusion flame studies. In an experimental

tudy of turbulent H 2 /air diffusion flames [8] , differential diffu-

ion was identified in the near-nozzle region and at low Reynolds

umbers. A recent experimental study of turbulent CH 4 /oxy-fuel

ames also confirmed the presence of differential diffusion [9] .

itsch [10] indicated the following three phenomena relevant for

urbulent flames: (i) laminar structures within the mixing layer

n the near-nozzle field, (ii) large molecular diffusivities of single

pecies and (iii) scale separation when the mixing layer width is

mall compared to the Kolmogorov scale. In addition, the position
. 

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.combustflame.2018.07.023
http://www.ScienceDirect.com
http://www.elsevier.com/locate/combustflame
http://crossmark.crossref.org/dialog/?doi=10.1016/j.combustflame.2018.07.023&domain=pdf
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f the turbulent/non-turbulent interface relative to the reaction

one was recently identified as relevant for the existence of

ifferential diffusion in shear flows [7] . Although these processes

ave clearly been associated with the occurrence of differential

iffusion in turbulent flames, only few models are able to capture

ome or all of these effects, involving the competition between

olecular diffusion and turbulence. The conditional moment

losure (CMC) model was extended such that it explicitly contains

 term in the species and enthalpy transport equation responsible

or differential diffusion [11] . However, a similar approach is not

et available for tabulated chemistry as used in flamelet models. 

Hence, the present paper aims to advance knowledge about dif-

erential diffusion by assessing a hierarchy of flamelet models to

apture significant differential diffusion effects in a CH 4 /oxy-fuel

ame that was experimentally investigated by Sevault et al. [9] .

n that investigation, differential diffusion was shown to dominate

round stoichiometric conditions in all species profiles. Approxi-

ate unity Lewis number behavior was found for many species

uch as H 2 , CO 2 and CO in the fuel-rich part of the flame. This

as confirmed by comparing experimental data and simulation re-

ults for opposed-flow diffusion flames using representative strain

ates either accounting or not for differential diffusion. Garmory

nd Mastorakos [12] confirmed the presence of differential diffu-

ion in LES of this flame when applying a newly proposed unstruc-

ured CMC method. Since a unity Lewis number diffusion model

as used, not all species could be predicted equally well. In a

rst attempt to model differential diffusion in this flame, Han et

l. [13,14] applied a modified flamelet model [15] in a Reynolds-

veraged Navier–Stokes (RANS) framework. The model uses the

ixture fraction and scalar dissipation rate as parameters and ac-

ounts for differential diffusion as well as its interaction with tur-

ulent mixing. A significant improvement was achieved compared

o unity Lewis number modeling, particularly for the profile of the

O and CO 2 mass fraction. Despite the improvements in CO, signif-

cant differences still persisted in this species and correspondingly

n the profiles of the differential diffusion parameter. 

In the present study, the flamelet/progress variable (FPV) model

16,17] is applied, in which different reaction-diffusion manifolds

re used that are parametrized by the mixture fraction Z and the

rogress variable Y C . This allows for a detailed prior analysis since

oth quantities can be evaluated directly from the experimental

aman/Rayleigh data. For a fully coupled LES of jet flames, the FPV

pproach has been shown to be a feasible choice [4,6,7] . 

For the investigation of modeling differential diffusion in this

ame, three main aspects are considered. First, the experimental

ata including the associated measurement uncertainties are ana-

yzed with respect to the sensitivity of the flamelet and differential

iffusion parameters. Second, the experimental data are compared

o the manifolds by means of a prior analysis. Finally, a fully cou-

led LES is performed in terms of an a posteriori analysis and these

esults are compared to measurements. 

All manifolds are generated using 1D flamelet solutions, which

nly differ in the treatment of the diffusion term: 

(i) unity Lewis number assumed [18] ; 

(ii) differential diffusion accounted for by variable Lewis num-

bers [19] ; 

(iii) influence of local turbulence considered by using effective

Lewis numbers [15] . 

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. The nu-

erical approach is outlined in Section 2 and measurement un-

ertainties are discussed in Section 3 . Results of the prior analysis

s well as of the a posteriori LES are presented and discussed in

ection 4 . Section 5 summarizes the work. 
. Investigated setup and numerical approach 

In the following analysis we consider one flame of the flame

eries experimentally investigated by Sevault et al. [9] . The se-

ies used non-piloted, non-premixed turbulent oxy-fuel flames. The

amkõhler number of all flames, evaluated with the mean jet time

cale and the chemical time scale calculated following Peters [20] ,

as found to be greater than 1. The chosen flame is configuration

1 which was found to be fully burning and attached to the nozzle.

he burner consists of two concentric tubes placed in a wind tun-

el with a cross-section of 250 mm × 250 mm. The oxidizer flows

hrough the outer tube with an inner diameter of 96.5 mm, and

he fuel enters through the inner tube with a diameter of 5 mm

nd 0.5 mm wall thickness. The oxidizer is composed of 32 vol-%

 2 and 68 vol-% CO 2 , whereas the fuel consists of 45 vol-% CH 4 

nd 55 vol-% H 2 , which yields a stoichiometric mixture fraction of

 st = 0 . 0535 , evaluated from the composition in the oxidizer and

uel streams. All streams are conditioned to 294 K. The oxidizer

nlet velocity is 0.622 m/s and the fuel has a fully developed tur-

ulent inlet profile with a jet velocity of 78.6 m/s, corresponding

o a Reynolds number of 12,0 0 0. 

In the following, only non-premixed manifolds are considered.

he analysis shown in Supplementary Material A confirms that

remixed manifolds are not suitable for the flame considered.

his can mainly be attributed to the narrow flammability range

nd consequently to the inadequate representation of the coupling

etween mixing and reaction in fuel-rich regions. The diffusion

amelet models applied here are described in Section 2.1 . To al-

ow for a systematic comparison, a prior analysis is performed first,

hich is described in Section 2.2 , the fully coupled LES approach

s discussed in Section 2.3 . 

.1. Flamelet approach 

As mentioned above, the FPV framework [16,17] based on diffu-

ion flame manifolds is employed, in which different models are

sed to describe the diffusive transport. In general, flamelet so-

utions are generated by solving the steady-state flamelet equa-

ions with different stoichiometric scalar dissipation rates ranging

rom thermo-chemical equilibrium to quenching conditions. The

hemical source terms are evaluated using the reaction mechanism

roposed in [21] . In the current study, the flamelet equations are

olved as discussed below assuming a unity Lewis number for the

ixture fraction and then the Bilger mixture fraction is evaluated

rom these results. The mixture fraction is mapped to the Bilger

ixture fraction being the first flamelet parameter and the scalar

issipation rate is mapped to progress variable, which becomes the

econd flamelet parameter. 

The laminar flamelet model is a widely-used modeling ap-

roach for non-premixed combustion. Originally developed by Pe-

ers [18] 30 years ago, it has been extensively validated, modified

nd extended since. In the present study, we focus on the treat-

ent of differential diffusion and consider the following three ap-

roaches: 

(i) Classical steady laminar flamelet using a unity Lewis number

assumption [18] (ULNF – unity Lewis number flamelet): 

The flamelet equations for temperature T and species mass

fractions Y i read 

0 = ρ
χ

2 

∂ 2 T 

∂Z 2 
− 1 

c p 

N ∑ 

i =1 

˙ ω i h i , (1a) 

0 = ρ
χ

2 

∂ 2 Y i 
∂Z 2 

+ ˙ ω i , (1b) 

where c p is the mean specific heat capacity at constant pres-

sure, ˙ ω is the chemical source term of species i, h their
i i 
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enthalpy of formation, χ is the scalar dissipation rate and

ρ is the density. These equations are valid for the unity

Lewis number approach Le i = λ/ (ρc p D i ) = 1 , with λ being

the thermal conductivity and D i the diffusivity of species i . 

(ii) Steady laminar flamelet including molecular differential diffu-

sion using variable Lewis numbers [19] (VLNF – variable Lewis

number flamelet): 

Flamelet equations derived to account for differential diffu-

sion are used incorporating variable Lewis numbers as well

as variable species and mixture properties as given in [19] .

The Lewis numbers considered in this approach are evalu-

ated with a mixture-averaged diffusion approach following

Kee et al. [22] . 

(iii) Steady laminar flamelet including the influence of turbulence

on the molecular differential diffusion modeled using the non-

linear differential diffusion model [15] (NLVLNF – non-linear

variable Lewis number flamelet): 

An additional parameter θ , representing the influence of tur-

bulent mixing, is introduced as 

θ = 

r 

1 + r 
with r = 

D m 

D t 
, (2)

̂ Le i = 

Le i 
Le i + θ (1 − Le i ) 

, (3)

where D m 

denotes a characteristic molecular diffusivity and

D t is the turbulent diffusivity. The VLNF equations as given

in [19] are solved using ̂ Le i instead of Le i being consistent

with the approach suggested in [15] . When θ → 0, turbulent

diffusion dominates and thus ̂ Le i → 1 , which corresponds to

the ULNF. For θ → 1, molecular diffusion dominates and thuŝ Le i → Le i , which recovers the VLNF. The introduction of θ as

additional flamelet parameter increases the dimension of the

flamelet table by one. Note that the parameter θ is a con-

stant value for each single flamelet solution. 

2.2. Prior analysis 

Similarly to an a priori testing for model validation using DNS

data, also experimental data can be used for model evaluation be-

fore performing a coupled simulation. This is denoted as prior anal-

ysis to highlight that experimental rather than DNS data is used,

see for example [23] . A detailed discussion on a priori testing us-

ing DNS data is given in [24] . Similar approaches for comparing

manifolds to experimental data in prior analyses can be found e.g.,

in [23,25,26] . 

For the comparison between measurements and simulations,

the thermo-chemical state vector φ is introduced. The experimen-

tally recorded thermo-chemical state φExp is expressed as a func-

tion of the flamelet parameter vector ψ obtained by experimental

data, and is denoted by 

φExp (ψ 

Exp ) . (4)

The numerical thermo-chemical state is retrieved from flamelet

look-up tables and labeled with the diffusion model, e.g., φULNF .

The flamelet parameter vector is model-dependent. For the ULNF

and VLNF, all of its entries can be obtained from the experimental

Raman/Rayleigh data, remapping the standard mixture fraction to

Bilger mixture fraction, and therefore 

ψ 

ULNF = ψ 

VLNF = ψ 

Exp = (Z Exp 

Bilger 
, Y Exp 

C 
) (5)

is used for the prior analysis. Hence, the thermo-chemical states 

φULNF (ψ 

Exp ) (6)

and 

φVLNF (ψ 

Exp ) (7)
re compared with φExp . For the NLVLNF model, the flamelet pa-

ameter vector also contains the parameter θ . Since this parameter

annot be determined from the experimental Raman/Rayleigh data

irectly, an optimization based on the error definition 

(ψ 

Exp , θ ) = 

1 

N 

N ∑ 

i =1 

w i 

∣∣Y Exp 
i 

(ψ 

Exp ) − Y NLVLNF 
i (ψ 

Exp , θ ) 
∣∣ (8)

s performed for every experimental data point. Here, i denotes the

pecies index and w i the factor weighting the difference between

xperimentally and numerically obtained mass fraction of species

 . The choice of w i is arbitrary and the values used are reported in

he corresponding chapters. The optimization is aimed at obtaining

he value of θ where E shows a minimum. By denoting this value

s θ opt the problem can be expressed as 

opt = argmin 

θ∈ [0 , 1] 

E(θ ) . (9)

his problem is solved by means of a sequential search. By this

eans, the thermo-chemical state used for the evaluation of the

LVLNF in the prior analysis is defined as 

NLVLNF (ψ 

Exp , θ opt ) . (10)

o perform a consistent comparison between experiments and
imulation, the same reference parameters have to be used. This is
nsured by using the Bilger mixture fraction and a progress vari-
ble that is constructed from the species measured by Raman scat-
ering, as stated above. The experimentally recorded species are O 2 ,
H 4 , H 2 , H 2 O, CO 2 and CO. The Bilger mixture fraction is defined
s [27] 

 Bilger = 
(Z C − Z C , 2 ) / (νC M C ) + (Z H − Z H , 2 ) / (νH M H ) + 2(Z O − Z O , 2 ) / (νO M O ) 

(Z C , 1 − Z C , 2 ) / (νC M C ) + (Z H , 1 − Z H , 2 ) / (νH M H ) + 2(Z O , 1 − Z O , 2 ) / (νO M O ) 
(11)

here indices 1 and 2 denote the fuel and oxidizer stream, respec-

ively, and Z j are element mass fractions and M j atomic weights.

ote that the definition for the stoichiometric coefficients ν j used

ere differs slightly from the one used by Sevault et al. [9] , since

e incorporate the corresponding C, H and O content in the fuel

nd in the oxidizer. As shown in Supplementary Material B, the

esults obtained with this definition show non-negligible differ-

nces compared to the transported mixture fraction ( Le Z = 1 ). The

rogress variable chosen is Y C = Y H 2 O , which is found to give a

nique mapping from the scalar dissipation rate to the progress

ariable as shown in Supplementary Material B.1. The oxygen-

ased progress variable proposed in [28] was also considered for

apping but could not provide a suitable projection of the flame

tructure, see Supplementary Material B.2. This complete flamelet

arameter vector evaluated from experiments allows for the com-

arison of the measured and simulated quantities. To this end,

ach data point (Z 
Exp 
Bilger 

, Y 
Exp 

C 
) is used to perform a look-up from

he flamelet manifold resulting in a scatter plot for each consid-

red quantity. For convenience, the averages conditioned on Bilger

ixture fraction are calculated for the experimental and numerical

uantity and shown in the corresponding plots. 

The comparison between experimental and numerical results

or the aforementioned models is further quantified by use of the

asserstein metric [29] . The Wasserstein metric is a distance func-

ion defined between probability distributions. It measures the dis-

imilarity between two distributions by considering the minimal

ffort required to transform one to the other, which is the solution

o the optimal transport problem. The 2 nd Wasserstein metric be-

ween discrete distributions f ( x ) and g ( y ) is defined as the p th root

f the optimal transport cost: 
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W 2 ( f, g) = min 

�

( n ∑ 

i =1 

n ′ ∑ 

j=1 

γi j | x i − y j | 2 
)1 / 2 

ubject to 

n ′ ∑ 

j=1 

γi j = f i , 

n ∑ 

i =1 

γi j = g j , γi j ≥ 0 . (12) 

here � = (γi j ) i =1 , ... ,n ; j=1 , ... ,n ′ represents the n × n ′ transport ma-

rix, of which each entry γ ij denotes the weight transported from

 i to y j . Especially, the entries of the matrix � leading to the mini-

al overall distance between x i and y j in terms of the defined met-

ic have to be found, additionally fulfilling the constraints given

n equation (12) . The distribution functions f ( x ) and g ( y ) are not

nown from the dataset itself, since only a distinct number (i.e.,

 and n ′ ) of samples are given. Therefore, empirical distributions

rom each given data set are constructed following the methodol-

gy presented in [30] , where more details can be found. 

This metric was first applied to the quantitative assessment of

ES combustion models in [30] . By representing the experimen-

al and numerical data of turbulent flames in the form of mul-

ivariate distributions, the effectiveness of the Wasserstein metric

s a validation tool was demonstrated, providing an objective and

uantitative evaluation of model deficiencies under consideration

f boundary conditions and interscalar correlations on the simu-

ation accuracy. In the present study, W 2 is applied to the joint

istributions of H 2 , H 2 O, CO 2 , CO, CH 4 , and O 2 , conditioned on the

ixture fraction at different axial flow locations. The species con-

idered are uniformly normalized by their corresponding standard

eviations obtained from the experimental data. The contribution

f each species to the overall Wasserstein metric is also identified.

his is a direct result of interpreting each thermo-chemical scatter

oint as single sample x i in the evaluation of (12) . 

.3. Coupled LES-FPV approach 

In the second part of this study, the FPV approach is applied

n a Large-Eddy Simulation. The flow field is described by the

avre-filtered Navier–Stokes equations. Closure is achieved using

he eddy viscosity hypothesis employing the σ -model [31] . The

odel constant is determined in a dynamic procedure [32] . The

uitability of this LES-FPV coupling for turbulent jet flames was

reviously shown in [4,6,7] . 

In contrast to standard LES-FPV approaches, we use flamelet

ook-up tables built with Z Bilger instead of the mixture fraction

aving a unity Lewis number. This ensures consistency with the

rior analysis but more importantly guarantees a unique mapping

f the scalar dissipation rate and the progress variable, see Sup-

lementary Material B.1. For this purpose, the Favre-filtered trans-

ort equations are solved for the mass fractions of the six Ra-

an species. This approach also allows for a direct comparison of

he transported species to the species results retrieved from look-

p where differences indicate an insufficient representation by the

anifold. The species transport equations read 

∂ 

∂t 
( ̄ρ ˜ Y i ) + ∇ · ( ̄ρ˜ u ̃

 Y i ) = ∇ ·
[ 
ρ̄
(

D i + 

νt 

Sc t 

)
∇ ̃

 Y i 

] 
+ ˙ ω i . (13)

ere, D i denotes the diffusion coefficient of the species considered,

hich can be evaluated with D i = α/Le i , where the thermal diffu-

ivity α and the species Lewis number Le i are evaluated from the

ook-up table. Furthermore, νt represents the eddy viscosity, the

urbulent Schmidt number Sc t is set to 0.4 and ˙ ω i is the filtered

ource term of the transported variable, which is also obtained

rom the look-up table. ˜ Z Bilger is then calculated based on these

pecies using Eq. (11) . The variance of the mixture fraction is cal-

ulated using an algebraic equation, with details provided in [16] . 
The thermo-chemical state is retrieved using a normalized

rogress variable ˜ C [33] , defined as 

 

 = 

˜ Y C − ˜ Y C ,min ( ̃  Z Bilger ) ˜ Y C ,max ( ̃  Z Bilger ) − ˜ Y C ,min ( ̃  Z Bilger ) 
. (14) 

ere, the minimum and maximum progress variable values are

 function of the mixture fraction. These values are deter-

ined from the flamelet solutions. The manifold is parametrized

s ˜ φ( ̃  Z Bilger , ̃
 Z ′′ 2 Bilger , ̃

 C ) for the ULNF and VLNF models and as˜ ( ̃  Z Bilger , ̃
 Z ′′ 2 Bilger , ̃

 C , θ ) for the NLVLNF model, respectively. To ac-

ount for non-resolved fluctuations, a presumed β-shaped filtered

ensity function (FDF) is used for the mixture fraction, whereas a

-FDF is applied for C . 

The model by Wang [15] was originally developed to be used in

ANS simulations. Consequently, D t can easily be evaluated based

n the turbulence model to calculate θ . It should be noted that

he flamelet model assumption requires that turbulent eddies are

ot able to penetrate the thin reaction zone. Consequently, not

ll length scales of turbulent motions affect species diffusion and

n appropriate criterion for the calculation of D t would be re-

uired. Moreover in LES, the evaluation of D t is based on statistical

uantities and might introduce additional errors since the statis-

ics are calculated with flamelet results based on an unknown D t 

t the beginning of the simulation. Consequently, the profiles of
opt = θopt (Z Bilger ) are taken from the prior analysis and interpo-

ated between different downstream locations. This procedure en-

ures a consistent model evaluation by avoiding the introduction

f additional modeling and simulation errors. 

. Influence of experimental uncertainties and limitations 

Due to the advancement of both numerical simulations and

xperimental techniques, many studies have looked at the com-

arison of measurements and LES, see e.g., [34–38] . All authors

gree that measurement requirements increase when used for LES

odel development and validation. Kempf [36] suggested to mea-

ure gradients, structural information, two-point statistics, spectra

nd time series in addition to the first and second moments of

calar quantities and velocity, the latter being standard quantities

sually also used for comparison with RANS simulations. Moreover,

he author pointed out that for LES model validation, care must be

aken to maintain a consistent comparison between experimental

nd numerical data. This involves, among other things, consistency

etween the probe-volume size and numerical filter. Further, the

uthor suggested numerically correcting for known experimental

ncertainties. Barlow [34] emphasized the importance of quantify-

ng measurement uncertainties, which include precision (random

rrors) and accuracy (systematic errors). The author pointed out

hat there can be additional measurement limitations, which are

ifficult to quantify but would add to the alteration of the species

rofiles. In addition, a “paradigm shift” in comparing experimental

nd numerical data was proposed by Connelly et al. [39] , who rec-

mmended incorporating laser signals into the numerical frame-

ork. This procedure has been successfully applied in combustion

ES [4,6,7,40] . 

Thus, the experimental data [9] are evaluated first. Ra-

an/Rayleigh measurements at five different heights above the

urner are considered. Based on the main species, the Bilger

ixture fraction and the progress variable are calculated. Ad-

itionally, the differential diffusion parameter Z HC is evaluated

ased on the element mass fraction of C and H as reported in [9] .

evault et al. [9] quantified measurement precision and accuracy.

nother difficulty of Raman measurements is that OH is generally

ttributed to the H 2 O channel [41] . Since oxy-fuel flames yield

uch higher levels of OH compared to air flames [42] , we examine
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Fig. 1. Radial profile for Bilger mixture fraction with range of measurement un- 

certainties (gray) and standard deviation of experimental records (error bars) at a 

height of x/d = 1. 
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this aspect first. Specifically, post-processing the experimental data

including the numerically predicted level of OH showed that the

effect on the derived quantities is still negligible. A crosstalk from

CH 4 onto O 2 was reported for large values of CH 4 for very rich

mixtures [9] . Further, systems with a high CO 2 content induce

crosstalk from CO 2 onto O 2 , especially when the amount of O 2 

is low and H 2 -neighbouring CO 2 can affect the latter, when H 2 

has a high concentration or is at a high temperature. As stated in

[9] , the latter “both crosstalk effects are reasonably well handled

by the hybrid method”1 . The authors point out that the general

quantification of all effects is complicated. Moreover, soot forma-

tion was observed, which causes the hydrocarbon fluorescence to

interfere with the Raman measurements. The corrections for this

interference was described as leading residual errors, which were,

however, not quantified. 

From the above discussion, it becomes clear that not all ex-

perimental uncertainties can be corrected for or even quantified.

Therefore, it is important to understand how this could potentially

affect the analysis of differential diffusion processes. To evaluate

the suitability of the measurement data for model comparison, a

sensitivity study is performed based on the experimental data. As

outlined, the FPV approach requires at least the mixture fraction

and the progress variable as input parameters, both of which can

be calculated directly from the measurement data. The sensitivity

of both quantities is evaluated using accuracy and precision as re-

ported in [9] . They are compared to the standard deviation of the

experimental data which is shown in Figs. 1 and 2 . These figures

include the measurement uncertainty superimposed on the exper-

imental mean value, illustrated with the gray range, and the stan-

dard deviation of the experimental data, as error bars. 

The maximum error in the species sum is below 5 mass-%,

whereas the individual species yield maximum absolute deviations

between 1.5 and 4 mass-%, which are reasonably small. The mix-

ture fraction exhibits a low sensitivity to measurement uncertain-

ties, especially when approaching stoichiometry, and the standard

deviation of all experimental data points due to turbulent fluctua-

tions is much larger. Similarly, the sensitivity of the H 2 O mass frac-

tion, which also serves as the progress variable, is limited and of

the same order of magnitude as the standard deviation. This makes

both quantities suitable model input parameters. 
1 Raman/Rayleigh method used in [9] . 

t  

w  

g  

t  
The next step involves analyzing the sensitivity of the differen-

ial diffusion parameter; the results are shown in Fig. 2 . It can be

bserved that Z HC is extremely sensitive with respect to measure-

ent uncertainties. Significantly different profiles of Z HC are ob-

ained, which could potentially result in a different interpretation.

his high sensitivity reflects the fact that this quantity was defined

o accentuate small deviations between the element mass fractions

f H and C, which, however, can also be amplified by experimental

rrors. 

In summary, the parameters necessary as model input and the

ain species exhibit reasonably low sensitivity to measurement

ncertainties, which justifies a direct comparison between the ex-

eriments and simulations. Since the differential diffusion param-

ter was constructed to emphasize minor species differences, it is

lso very sensitive to measurement uncertainties. However, it en-

bles the assessment of differential diffusion effects with a single

arameter. Hence, Z HC is utilized in the following with this high

ensitivity in mind. 

. Results 

In the following, the results of the prior analysis are discussed

n Section 4.1 and the LES results are presented in Section 4.2 . 

.1. Prior analysis 

First, the experimental data are compared to all three flamelet

odels described in Section 2.1 . The mean profiles of all quanti-

ies, conditioned on the Bilger mixture fraction, are presented at

hree different downstream locations: close to the nozzle ( x/d = 1),

t an intermediate position ( x/d = 5) and at the farthest down-

tream position ( x/d = 20). The prescribed model parameter θ ,

iven in Eq. (2) , is obtained using the procedure described in

ection 2.2 setting w i = 1 for all experimentally recorded species.

he value θopt thus obtained is shown in the third column of Fig. 3 .

n the reaction zone ( 0 < Z < 2 Z st ), high values for θopt are ob-

erved, peaking at Z st . Hence, differential diffusion is accounted

or in the NLVLNF model in this region. Lower values for θopt can

e seen in the fuel-rich part of the flame. As the distance to the

urner increases, the peak values in the reaction zone and the

verall level of θopt decrease, indicating a reduced level of differ-

ntial diffusion. The temperature profile shown in the left part of

ig. 3 is well reproduced in the fuel-rich part of the flame by all

hree models. However, pronounced differences are visible in the

eaction zone. The ULNF model predicts the position of the tem-

erature peak at Z st , which is contrary to the experimental find-

ngs, and substantially overpredicts the peak value at all heights.

he deviation between the ULNF and the measured temperature

ata decreases further downstream, which is consistent with the

educed influence of differential diffusion. As values for θopt are

lose to unity in the reaction zone, the NLVLNF and VLNF model

esults are very similar and in good agreement with experimental

ata. Consequently, differential diffusion must be considered. 

The importance of differential diffusion in the reaction zone is

lso supported by the experimental data for Z HC shown in the mid-

le of Fig. 3 . At x/d = 1, the peak in the reaction zone indicates

arge differential diffusion effects followed by a constant decrease

n the rich part of the flame towards unity Lewis number behav-

or. By definition, the ULNF model predicts a value of Z HC = 0 and

herefore cannot reproduce the experimental Z HC profile. In con-

rast, the VLNF model is able to reproduce the behavior in the reac-

ion zone, although the peak value is underestimated. Furthermore,

he VLNF model shows negative values for Z HC in the fuel-rich part,

hich is not observed in the experimental data. The NLVLNF model

ives similar profiles to the VLNF model, but with smaller devia-

ions in the fuel-rich part. These findings are consistent with the
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Fig. 2. Conditional mean profiles (solid lines), experimental uncertainties (gray range) and standard deviation of experimental records (error bars) at a height of x/d = 1 as 

a function of Bilger mixture fraction. 

Fig. 3. Comparison of experimental data and results of the prior analysis for the temperature T and differential diffusion parameter Z HC (left and middle columns) at three 

experimentally recorded heights above the burner (top to bottom) using different diffusion modeling approaches. The most suitable value for the parameter θ in the NLVLNF 

model, optimized based on the measured Raman species, is shown in the right-hand column. 
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esults in [13,14] , where an overall improvement compared to the

LNF model was obtained by using the NLVLNF model, but differ-

nces remain for the differential diffusion parameter. The decrease

f Z HC with increasing distance to the burner leads to reasonable

greement for the NLVLNF model over a wide mixture fraction

ange at x/d = 20 , showing the need of incorporating differential

iffusion, but with a reduced amount as suggested by the VLNF

odel, there. 
The applicability of the models is further quantified through the

se of the Wasserstein metric W 2 , which is shown in Fig. 4 . This

etric considers the correlations among species by evaluating the

eviation between their joint distributions calculated from exper-

ments and simulations, respectively. Particularly, the contribution

f each species to the overall deviation can be identified. This pro-

ides insights in the effect of differential diffusion on the single

pecies profiles and quantifies the overall species deviation. The
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Fig. 4. Comparison Wasserstein metric W 2 evaluated based on results of ULNF, VLNF and NLVLNF (left to right) for downstream locations of x/d = 1 , x/d = 5 and x/d = 20 

(top to bottom). 
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lowest overall error at Z st is observed for the VLNF model, whereas

the ULNF model performs best in the fuel-rich part of the flame. In

the intermediate range, a minimum and maximum in the profiles

are obtained, followed by an increase in the error for the VLNF

model and a decrease for the ULNF model. This, again, confirms

the reduced amount of differential diffusion in the fuel-rich part

of the flame. The results also reveal that the main error contri-

bution in the case of the ULNF and VLNF models arises from dis-

crepancies in the CO and H 2 O mass fractions, which, dependent

on the diffusive-transport model and axial location, occur at dif-

ferent mixture-compositions in the flame. Depending on the ax-

ial location, the NLVLNF model minimizes this error by introducing

an additional parameter enabling the transition from one transport

model to the other. This is particularly evident for the axial loca-

tions of x/d = 5 and x/d = 20 . 

The species profiles of H 2 , CO 2 and CO are shown in Fig. 5 , with

overall good agreement for the NLVLNF approach, which is con-

sistent with the results in [13,14] . However, the authors obtained

larger differences in the CO 2 and CO profiles than those found

in the present prior analysis. This is attributed to the zero devia-

tion in the flamelet paramters used in the prior analysis, which is

not ensured in the fully coupled RANS simulation in [13,14] . How-

ever, not all species follow this trend. In particular, the H 2 O profile

also shown in Fig. 5 is reproduced accurately by the VLNF model

throughout the entire mixture fraction range and at all down-

stream positions. For this model, the H 2 profile shows large devi-

ations corresponding to large deviations in the CH 4 profile, which

is not shown for brevity. However, H 2 O is significantly underes-

timated when applying the ULNF approach. This was also noted,
lthough not explicitly mentioned, by Sevault et al. [9] when com-

aring their experimental data with results from opposed-flow dif-

usion flame calculations with and without considering differen-

ial diffusion. Furthermore, Garmory and Mastorakos [12] under-

stimated H 2 O when applying a unity Lewis number assumption

ithin their CMC approach. The NLVLNF model also underpredicts

he profile at x/d = 1, but slowly approaches the experimental data

urther downstream. 

Since deficiencies exist when using a single parameter θopt op-

imized for all Raman species, the choice of θ is discussed next.

igure 6 shows the comparison of the parameter when optimized

ased on either H 2 O or CO 2 , denoted by θopt,H2O and θopt,CO2 , to-

ether with the parameter optimized based on all measured Ra-

an species (θopt,all ) . The θopt,H2O -profile approaches θ = 1 very

uickly, which confirms that H 2 O can only be reproduced with

ixture-averaged diffusion modeling throughout the entire mix-

ure fraction range. In contrast, θopt,CO2 exhibits similar behavior

o θopt,all but with a more significant decrease towards θ = 0 . It

pproaches unity in the reaction zone and quickly decreases in

he fuel-rich zone. θopt,all lies between the values of θopt,H2O and
opt,CO2 in the fuel-rich part of the flame. 

In summary, the prior analysis is consistent with the findings

n [9] . Differential diffusion is strong in the reaction zone, whereas

nity Lewis number behavior can be observed in the fuel-rich re-

ion of the flame. Generally, differential diffusion decreases further

ownstream. Moreover, the analysis shows that the differential dif-

usion parameter is extremely sensitive with respect to measure-

ent uncertainties, which makes an additional comparison with

ther parameters and single species profiles useful. As a general
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Fig. 5. Comparison of experimental data and results of the prior analysis using three different diffusion modeling approaches for the species mass fractions of H 2 O and H 2 

(left column) as well as CO 2 and CO (right column) at three experimentally recorded heights above the burner. 

Fig. 6. Comparison of profiles for θ opt optimized based on H 2 O ( θ opt,H2O ) or CO 2 
( θ opt,CO2 ) with optimization based on all experimentally recorded Raman species 

( θ opt, all ) at x/d = 1. 
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esult, the VLNF model captures the H 2 O profile and the reaction

one profiles of most species, whereas the ULNF model captures

he development in the fuel-rich part. The NLVLNF model gives the
est overall agreement and captures the downstream development.

owever, from the details shown in Fig. 6 , the NLVLNF is a com-

romise for all species considered, since they are affected by dif-

erential diffusion in different ways. A prior analysis as shown here

an reveal such differences between the species, which might not

e visible in a fully coupled simulation. 

These results show that none of the tested flamelet models is

ble to capture the behavior related to diffusion in the flame con-

idered. As a consequence, these discrepancies can be expected to

nfluence the fully coupled LES. This is quantified in the following

ection. 

.2. Large-Eddy Simulations 

In contrast to the prior analysis, the results obtained in the LES

re additionally influenced by the pre-computed flame structures

hrough the tabulated transport properties and source terms from

he manifolds and all data are additionally FDF-integrated. This, in

urn, changes the profiles of mixture fraction and progress variable

hich are used for the flamelet table request; hence, already these

uantities differ between prior analysis and LES. Consequently, the
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Fig. 7. Comparison of measured on Bilger mixture fraction conditioned flame structure at downstream location x/d = 5 with LES results of tabulated quantities using different 

diffusion modeling approaches. 

Fig. 8. Mean values of the read-in tabulated and transported mass fractions of CO 2 and H 2 (multiplied by 3) (left) and the differential diffusion parameter Z HC (right) at 

x/d = 5 . All values are conditioned on the Bilger mixture fraction. The results for the VLNF model are shown in the top row and those for the NLVLNF model in the bottom 

row. 
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pplicability of the flamelet models in the LES will be investi-

ated in the following in an a posteriori analysis. The influence

f turbulent transport on the flame structure is further analyzed

y performing a comparison between the tabulated major species

nd species resulting from the solution of transport equations, as

iscussed in Section 2.3 . Since the evaluation of the parameter θ
f the NLVLNF model in LES would introduce more uncertainties

s also discussed in Section 2.3 , θ = θopt is used taken from the

rior analysis in order to evaluate the model’s capability. This also

akes into account the downstream development of this parame-

er. Note that utilizing θ increases the manifold by considering the

ocal turbulence level. However, it fails to incorporate history ef-

ects. To facilitate a direct comparison between the experiment, the

rior analysis and the coupled simulation, mean values conditioned

n the Bilger mixture fraction are compared. In the following, all

esults are shown at the downstream location x/d = 5, comparing

xperimental data with LES results. 

Figure 7 shows the results for the tabulated temperature and

he species mass fractions of H 2 O, H 2 , CO 2 and CO; note that

 2 O corresponds to the progress variable. From the left column

f this figure, reasonable agreement of H 2 O in the reaction zone,

.e., Z Bilger < 0.1, can be obtained for the VLNF model. This is in

ine with the prior analysis. However, an underestimation of H 2 O

s observed when the VLNF model is used in the fuel-rich part

f the flame and when the ULNF or the NLVLNF model are used

hroughout the entire mixture fraction range. This is not as pro-

ounced as in the prior analysis, see Fig. 5 . This underestimation

f the progress variable has a minor effect on the H 2 mass frac-

ion, also shown in the left column of Fig. 7 . For the latter, the

LNF model‘s inability to reproduce the unity Lewis number be-

avior in the fuel-rich part of the flame is also recovered in the

ES. Other species are more affected by the underestimation of the

rogress variable. For CO 2 , which is shown in the middle column

f Fig. 7 , a comparison of the flamelet models suggests that, in all

ases, there is reasonable agreement with the experimental data in

he reaction zone and, in the case of the VLNF model, also in the

uel-rich region. Hence, the underestimation of the progress vari-

ble leads to error compensation resulting in CO 2 agreeing reason-

bly well in the reaction zone when using the ULNF model and

greeing best when using the VLNF model. The comparison of the

O and temperature profile, see middle and right column of Fig. 7 ,

lso shows similar agreement for all investigated models, with the

LNF model obtaining the best agreement with the experimental

ata and the NLVLNF model performing slightly better than the

LNF model. These findings are consistent with the RANS simu-

ation results from [13,14] , confirming the improved description of

he flame structure when using the NLVLNF model compared to

he ULNF model. In summary, the coupled LES-FPV simulations ex-

ibit error compensation potentially leading to misinterpretation,

hich in turn accentuates the feasibility of the prior analysis to

valuate the suitability of manifold-based approaches. 

To additionally compare tabulated and transported species mass

raction profiles, Fig. 8 shows species profiles of CO 2 and H 2 and

he differential diffusion parameter. In contrast to the tabulated

pecies profiles, the transported species are affected only through

abulated source terms, Lewis numbers and the molecular viscos-

ty influencing the velocity field by the manifolds. The interplay of

he resolved and subfilter turbulence is directly accounted for. The

omparison between the tabulated and transported species mass

ractions is shown for CO 2 and H 2 using the VLNF and NLVLNF

odels in the left column of Fig. 8 . The difference is negligible in

he reaction zone. However, the transported species mass fractions

xhibit a straight line in the fuel-rich part of the flame, indicating

nity Lewis number behavior for both models. This leads to better

greement with the experimental data. Especially for H 2 , the trans-

ort behavior is correctly reproduced. For CO 2 , the experimentally
bserved unity Lewis number transport in the fuel-rich part is

lso recovered. However, this does not lead to overall better agree-

ent compared to the tabulated profiles due to the progress vari-

ble underestimation, which directly influences the species’ source

erm. The comparison of the differential diffusion parameter Z HC is

hown in the right column of Fig. 8 . It is evident that the pa-

ameter calculated based on the transported species mass fractions

hows much better agreement than the tabulated profiles. In par-

icular, the unity Lewis number behavior in the fuel-rich part of

he flame is recovered by all flamelet models. This is encouraging

nd can be considered a first step towards simulating flames with

uch complex diffusion phenomena. It is important to note that

his approach requires the resolution of the major fraction of the

urbulent structures. This can be ensured in the investigated labo-

atory flame with the current grid and numerical schemes due to

ts low Reynolds number. But it might not be guaranteed for cases

ith substantially higher Reynolds numbers as e.g., found in gas

urbines. Further investigations are needed for these conditions. 

. Conclusions 

In this study, the modeling of differential diffusion effects

n flamelet-based approaches is examined investigating a turbu-

ent non-premixed oxy-fuel flame that was experimentally inves-

igated by Sevault et al. [9] . The models considered are the unity

ewis number flamelet (ULNF) model, the variable Lewis number

amelet (VLNF) model and a model incorporating the influence of

urbulence on variable Lewis numbers (NLVLNF). The analysis con-

ists of two main steps: first a prior analysis based on experimental

ata is performed, and second, a fully coupled LES is carried out.

n both analyses, the FPV model is applied using flamelet look-up

ables that are parametrized by the Bilger mixture fraction and the

rogress variable. To enable a direct comparison with measured

ata, the Bilger mixture fraction is computed in the LES by solving

ransport equations for all Raman-accessible species. Comparisons

re based on the experimentally recorded main species, the tem-

erature and the differential diffusion parameter. In addition to the

omparison of conditional results, discrepancies between experi-

ents and simulations are quantified using the Wasserstein metric.

he results of the prior analysis can be summarized as follows: 

• Differential diffusion is important in the reaction zone. This is

accounted for in the VLNF model and the NLVLNF model. 

• The unity Lewis number assumption is more appropriate in the

fuel-rich part of the flame. This is accounted for in the ULNF

model and the NLVLNF model. 

• The influence of differential diffusion decreases downstream.

This is only captured by the NLVLNF model. 

• The NLVLNF model gives the best overall agreement, with im-

provements on the ULNF model and the VLNF model. 

• Not all species are equally influenced by differential diffusion.

This effect cannot be reproduced by any model. 

he results of the LES-FPV approach can be summarized as follows:

• The best agreement for the tabulated flame structure is ob-

tained by the VLNF model throughout the entire mixture frac-

tion range. This is in contradiction to the findings of the

prior analysis. Different levels of agreement are likely to be

caused by error accumulation and error compensation and po-

tentially also error amplification. Thus, the prior analysis is

more reliable to estimate the quality of manifold-based flame

structures. 

• The results of the transported species and the derived param-

eters show an improvement with respect to tabulated profiles.

Particularly, the unity Lewis number behavior in the rich part
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[  
of the flame is reproduced even for the VLNF and NLVLNF mod-

els. This indicates the potential of transporting species in fully

coupled simulations to account for the interplay of differential

diffusion and turbulent transport in reactive flows. 

As shown in the study, the flamelet model in the applied for-

mulation is not able to reproduce all details of the flame consid-

ered. This is mainly attributed to the competition between molec-

ular and turbulent transport, and this balance is not captured in

the considered flamelet models with sufficient accuracy. Extensions

of flamelet models to turbulent regimes [43,44] show potential

promise in addressing this issue. As such, this flame represents a

particularly challenging configuration to examine the limitations of

turbulent combustion models. 
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